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TEAM

“A man who works with his hands is a laborer; a man who
works with his hands and his brain is a craftsman; but a man
who works with his hands and his brain and his heart is an
artist” - Louis Nizer

- Rupsa Banerjee

EDITOR’S DESK

Spotlight

3.

1.

Your thoughts on the importance of
harmony in a learning environment?
The prerequisite to learning is the preparation of the body, the mind and the soul to be
in a perfect harmonious blend. It is important
to have a harmonious learning environment
to ensure that the learning outcomes are
met. In today’s fast-paced world, it is a challenge to maintain Harmony in the learning
spaces. This can be done by embracing
diversity and imperfections that are bound to
occur in our learning environment in the present times.

One experience that taught you the true
meaning of love?

As a working woman there is certainly a
pressure of creating work-life balance. Working as a school Principal, you’re entrusted
with the responsibility of fostering and nurturing young minds and it takes a toll on you to
keep understanding, motivating and inspiring the students and teachers while you’re on
the go each day.

A dear friend, Major Shashidharan Nair
who made a supreme sacrifice for the nation
on 11 January early this year in an IED explosion in Rajouri District of Jammu & Kashmir
taught me and all those who came in touch
with him the true meaning of love. He was the
epitome of selflessness, courage and morality and at the same time a person of immense
integrity and character.
He leaves behind him his wife, Trupti a
gentle soul who teaches you to brave all challenges in life and smile even when the chips
are down for you… Shashi and Trupti met
each other through common friends and fell
in love at first sight. They soon got engaged
but a few months before their marriage,
Trupti was diagnosed with multiple arteriosclerosis which paralysed Trupti from the
waist and below, soon after their wedding.
Shashi stuck to his commitment to marriage
and to his love for Trupti despite of the
dissuasions from his family members and
friends. For six years after they married and
till he breathed his last, Shashi kept his promise to Trupti and taught us all the true meaning of love!!!

The secret to creating personal and professional harmony is wrapped up in these simple
steps:
• Each day when you wake up, schedule both
work and personal tasks.
• Protect your Physical and Mental health by
exercising your body and mind.
• Eat a healthy diet.
• Indulge in a hobby that is closest to your
heart, it will gainfully schedule your time to
relax.
• Open yourself to new experiences.

2.

How do you ensure love & harmony in
school?
To create harmony outside, we first need to
create harmony inside. We create an environment where young learners learn self-acceptance, self-respect and self-empowerment.
Once this self-discovery is made, we attain
harmony in our thoughts, speech and deeds.
A progressive environment where core values
of truth, honesty, loyalty, integrity, courage,
compassion, commitment and collaboration
prevails, love and harmony naturally follows.

Principal at
ORCHIDS The International School,
Nigdi
- Mrs. Rohini Rohit Gurung

4.

Your secret to personal and professional
harmony?

“I believe,
that there is
nothing
more precious
and valuable
in this world
than life itself”.

5. If you were awarded Nobel Prize, Aca-

demic Award or an Olympic Medal, what
would it be for and why?
I would choose to be awarded a Nobel
Peace Prize. “Peace is not the absence of
conflict, it is the ability to handle conflict by
peaceful means.” - Ronald Regan.
Wars cause widespread trauma and
unspeakable atrocities. The war in Afghanistan, Syrian Civil War and the Yemeni Crisis
have caused at least 10,000 direct violent
deaths in the current and past calendar year.
I firmly believe, that there is nothing more
precious and valuable in this world than life
itself.

Educational N
ew
When any work is executed with added love and
passion, we witness great outcomes. Every human
being by default is passionate about something
or the other. Be it the love for oneself, money,
power, recognition - whatever you name it, it is all
out there. Indeed it is this love and passion that
intrinsically motivates one to acquire the skill sets
and the knowledge. It is the passion within us to
achieve and master something. But amidst all the
politics, tiring procedures and lengthy policies,
doesn’t this passion get lost?
The right choices aren’t the result of our reflexes. It is when Love and Harmony go hand in hand,
that we are able to channel our passion, think
clearly and take up on the correct choices. It
takes, not for one but for all who possess a goal,
to gather, analyze, and compile different takes on
the situation, leading to a harmonious path to a
fresh new terrain of learning.

Love
&
Harmony

By Shylaja Menon,
Principal at OIS Sarjapur Road

Greatl
y andtogether we learn and
continue to learn in Love andHarmon
y.
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Positive personalities tend to spread a happy vibe
across their workplace, leading to a calm and
harmonious working environment for all. Have
you ever wondered what ignites this attitude in
them?
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Practicing democracy in education
The Sadbury Schools, USA, flaunts their
own unique culture where its children enjoy
the freedom to draft their own timetables,
study what they want and how they wish to.
They aim at providing an open space for
young minds to flourish.

If he can, why can't we?
Mukhlis Abdul Holik was born with a
health condition where he couldn't walk or
stand up. This 8 year old boy overcame his
disabilities and earned a seat in school.
As there is no transport service on the
hilly terrain that he lives in, he crawls 2
miles on his hand to reach school.

Fighting for Justice!
Teachers went on a 6 day strike in Los
Angeles
proposing
an
agreement,
demanding smaller classrooms, pay hikes
and more number of counsellors nurses for
and their children. This would significantly
help them in delivering individual attention
and productive learning.

A school designed by its children!
A school in Oklahoma started by an NGO
named Positive Tomorrow is dedicated to
the homeless and specially designed to
fulfil all their needs. It incorporates their
parents who live there and cook in the
kitchen for their kids. The school aims at
giving these children a safe place to learn
and grow.

Scrapbook Scrapbook
For this month's Pulse, here is a harmonious scrapbook submission answered in
collaboration by
Mrs. Mayuri Hirgude &
Ms. Gurdeep Kaur Saini
- Computer Teachers, Terna OISKKH
1. What is your take on the importance of
love in a learning environment?

I was a new teacher to this class. In the
second lecture itself the students had formed
a strict opinion of me, even compared me to
Hitler. I gave it time and continued with my
eneavors to forge bonds with my students.
and soon after a month the same students
acknowledged the different side of me, telling me how much they enjoyed my classes.
I felt blessed.
-Ms. Gurdeep Kaur Saini

Last year I was unable to attend
school for almost a week. When I
joined back, to my surprise all my
students were overjoyed. They were
trying to hug me and in that moment
I realized how I had touched their
hearts.
I will always cherish those moments.
-Mrs. Mayuri Hirgude

The students will learn from a teacher
who is strict or not. But the students will
always remember the teacher who loved
them, respected them and made them
feel special in some way or the other. So
being strict yet loving the students does
matter.

3. Share with us the most loving memory
from last year.
Sweetest of moments are those which are
achieved in a team’s love & harmony. Last
year when Tech quest Inter ORCHIDS
Competition was announced last minute,
we remember the one hour rigorous practice that we had with our students, which
lead our team members to the top 3 position PAN India. We all celebrated in
delight.

2. How do you encourage love and harmony
in your class?
Time to time we insist students on treating
their teachers, their peers and even the ancillary staff with love and respect. We ourselves
practice the same. You demand it, you will
never get it, but if you practice what you
preach, it will be yours.

4. How would you define your love for
teaching?
The most important is the fact that we are
training the future generation. We are
making them ready for the challenges
that they will face in their life. The respect
that you get when someone comes to
know that you are a Teacher, the Educator
of the future, is beyond words. We are
proud to be the educators of the future
generation.

Subject Tracker Brainy
Day
Get acquainted with algorithms

Shower your brain
with some mind boggling
brain teasers we have
picked out for you.

Networking is a crucial part of computer sciences. When we are introducing young minds to
computers, before seating them in front of a computer directly, they must be familiarized
with the basic logics. Here is an interesting activity for you to engage your students in.

• Have the children seated in a circle,
5 or 6 students can form one.

Routing & Deadlock

• Using name tags, label each child
with a fruit/letter.

1.

• There are two fruits of one kind as
per the child’s tag. Except for one
fruit, this is only one of among the
pair, to ensure that there is always an
empty hand.

Which word in the dictionary is
spelt incorrectly?

• Each child will be given two fruits
to hold in their hands at random.
Anyone child will have one hand
empty.

3.

Why does an Elephant drink more
water in January than
February?

• No child must have both same fruit
as their tag says

4.

Three large people try to crowd
under one small umbrella, but
nobody gets wet. How is this
possible?

• They must pass and the fruits in
order for the team to be holding only
the fruit their tag says.
Each child must end up holding only
the fruit written on their name tag.

Note:

1. Only one fruits may be passed at a time.
2. The fruit can be passed only to an empty hand of the immediate neighbour
This is a unique activity that will make the students understand the importance of right networking
in Computers, and will also imply how harmony is extremely essential for any project to work out.
At the end of the activity, ask the students their observations, what were the problems they faced
and how they overcame them. Let the love and harmony spread!

2.

On which side do chickens have
the most feathers?

Answers:
1 .The word ‘incorrectly’
2. Outside
3. Because January has more days
4. Because it is not raining, the sun is shining

There are no less than a million different reasons different for
each teacher, why they love their job. We dedicate this page to
all the wonderful teachers out there who take out time from
their everyday life just to make a difference in the world.

Building Blocks cover an integral part of our working. For this month's
edition, know the take of Sr. Manager in Operations GEMS (Punjab)

Here are a few reasons why
teachers should love themselves
for teaching

What are the challenges you face in
maintaining harmony between your personal
and professional life?
What is your take on love and harmony?
I firmly believe that Love and Harmony can
lead you to a place of spiritual fulfillment,
good physical health, happiness, and
longevity. It all begins with us. Loving
yourself shouldn’t be conditioned to your
achievements, or looks, or something that
makes you popular. We must acknowledge
ourselves exactly the way we are, to overcome any barrier we hold within ourselves.

Today’s working world poses many challenges
to employees. While some careers allow a
relaxed relationship between work and private
life, many others demand significant reductions
in the area of leisure and family. I always try to
maintain a good work-life balance in my life
through timely management of the priority
tasks., remembering how important it is to give
time to yourself, in order to maintain harmony
at workplace as well.

Paramvir Sidhu
Sr. Manager Operations
GEMS Education
Share with us one reason why you love
your job?
My passion for my work gives me the satisfaction
of staying in harmony. The continuous push by
my colleagues to learn and give my best efforts
has lead me to beat greater challenges and
explore newer opportunities I never imagined I
would get. My team and me work in harmony,
where we learn and grow together. Our ideas are
always addressed carefully. There is a genuine
spirit of cooperation and shared goals, with
required support from each other. Also, working
with K12 is an amazing experience, as this is
where I get to experience new learnings
everyday.

Sacrifices their
own time for
someone else
to learn

Is adamant
in improving
the young lives

Holds the
guiding light for
our little souls
and our nation

Is no less than
a second mother
to the students
at school

What is your way of maintaining harmony
amidst all the stress?
If you don’t push yourself to do more than
what you can do, you’ll never be a better
version of yourself. I am a constant learner,
receptive to new things, and curious too.
My will to keep learning at every step of my
life keeps me motivated and moving amidst
all kind of work stresses. Moreover, my relationships with my family and friends, are by far,
the greatest source of inner satisfaction. It is
their love that keeps me attached to my roots,
maintaining harmony within my heart.
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Is the real
reason behind
all the other
professions
blooming

Drives the change
we wish to see
in our children

Shapes
tomorrow
Inspires the
love of
learning

Sunday
Chef

Strawberry

Ch

ocol

Did you know ?

Sunday Chef

ate

The cacao seeds, believed to be the origin of
the first chocolate ever made, were considered a gift by
the God of wisdom.
It is true! Back in the 350 BC, the Aztecs of Mexico were
considered to be members of the indigenous people,
who valued cacao seeds so much, that they came to be
considered as a form of currency.
Chocolate was originally consumed as a drink, and was
considered to boost stamina and strength. It became
popular in Europe in the 16th Century.

dipped chocolate finds its
origins in the 1960’s when
a lady named Lorraine
Lorusso combined the two
to present us this delight.
This dish has a lot of
health benefits. This treat
comes with the combined
bonus of nutrients in
chocolate and also
increases your fruit intake.
It boosts your immune
system and can keep you
full of energy to work
productively for the whole
day.

Strawberry
dipped in

Chocolate

Ingredients:

Recipe

• A basket full of fresh strawberries
• 2 cups of dark chocolate chopped

Procedure:
• Rinse the strawberries under running water.
• Make sure that all the strawberries are dry
before proceeding.
• Transfer all the chocolate into a heat
resistant bowl and set it over simmering water.
• Spread the baking sheet and place the
parchment paper on it.
• With one strawberry at a time, dip it into
the chocolate.
• Let the strawberries sit until the coating is
dry to touch.

Get
Movie-ing

'Life is Beautiful’, celebrate it with Love & Harmony
How can we not talk about life when we talk about love and
harmony?

Fashion
Fair

A tough situation it is, to look stylish yet formal in one go.
A teacher that you are, you cannot overdo with the fashion.

Life is beautiful, released in 1997 as "La Vita è Bella" is a
cinematic masterpiece which makes you go through a
plethora of emotions. It is an alluring movie about life and
how a positive perspective towards it can help you
overcome all the challenges.
A Jewish-Italian waiter Guido Orefice meets an adorable
school teacher named Dora, and persuades her with his
charm. Later, they get married and have a son named Giosue.
Their life takes a sudden twist as they find themselves trapped
behind the bars of communal violence. Guido and Giosue are
separated from Dora and taken away to a labour camp.

So, why not a woollen checked shirt
this February?
To begin with, the shirt will counter the
chilling atmosphere of the month,
keeping you warm and happy. Believe
it, it can pair up perfectly with any of
your trousers from the closet, needless
to mention how classy you will look in
the next few minutes.

Guido makes you believe that love and harmony can truly
survive amidst any circumstance. With a wide smile on his
face and words of affection pouring from his heart, you
are spellbound by this character’s love for life. Everything
he does for his wife and child will make you say, no matter
what, ‘Life Is Beautiful’.

Source: https://www.myntra.com

Source: https://www.imdb.com

Set in the middle of a traumatic and tiring backdrop, you
can relate to the pain and distress of every character.
You’ll shed tears of sorrow, praying for better conditions
to prevail and will clench your fist with joy as shades of
hope are unearthed in such dire consequences. Guido
finds his inner strength and does his best to make his
family survive. He makes his child believe that all of this is
just a game and by following his instructions they could
win a German tank as a grand prize. The bond between a
father and a son is portrayed with fragile sensitivity and
everlasting strength.

Do
It Y
Why not add
a little more love
to our classrooms?
Here is how...

We play a game to educate
This classroom is yours to renovate
Kids enjoy the freedom to decorate
We watch their creativity escalate
They build their dream classroom
Dust, sweep, wipe with their broom
Skipping their regular costumes
Responsible citizens we aim to groom
Tables and chairs arranged in circles
Curtains flutter in shades of purple
Laughter echoes with giggles and huddles
Smiling faces prove anything is possible
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Source: http://abattylife.com

Love and harmony achieved as a team
We did it, just like we dreamed
As the classroom filled with happy screams
We celebrated with chocolates and ice creams

Ask The Expert
Have the expert address to your
problems with love & care, and
find out what she has to say.

On Teachers Day many old students visit Mrs. S
in school. Being really bad with names, she
only recognizes their faces. How can she overcome this problem without making them feel
bad for not remembering their name?
A: Names come with personal attachments.
Forgetting names can put you in an embarrassing
situation. When Mrs. S meets the child for the first
time, she should always concentrate and try to
repeat the name in her mind until it gets permanently stored. She can politely say that she is bad
with names as she meets 400 new students every
year.
One of the students of Mrs. L has a very bad home
life. He is very violent towards other students, hits
and bumps into them. She faces this challenge
every day. Suggest some ways to instill love and
harmony in the classroom.
A: Mrs. L should try to remain calm and talk with him
in a positive tone. She should take him to the school
psychology counselor and also try to have a word
with his guardians or parents. Still, if the misbehavior
pertains, he should be warned that it can lead to his
suspension from school.
Mrs. P has to visit an exam centre to invigilate. She cannot leave the room for 2 hours to
use the washroom. Controlling for so long can
have adverse effects on her health. How can
she handle such situations?
A: Such situations can be avoided by using the
washroom before the exam begins. Also, you
should avoid drinking water an hour before the
exam commences. If you need to use the washroom urgently then you can call for a substitute
invigilator for some time.

Facing trouble? Send in your entry at pulsenewsletter@orchids.edu.in

Every thought that we
put into the world
affects it.
Think Love,
Think Peace,
Think Harmony.

Last Episode of The Trilogy

Mrs. Sophie follows him, as he heads to the inner room. In the room inside, he finds Jude
engrossed into playing the piano. Mrs. Sophie sees little Ark in Jude’s place, playing the same
piano and same tune, and her recording it with the same phonograph she has. She vividly feels that
happiness still today! By the time, she comes to her sense, she finds Ark hugging Jude and continuously calling, “Mumma! Mumma! He plays piano like me. I want to take him with me.” Mrs. Sophie
nods her head gently and smiles.
While Ark holds Jude’s little hand, and both walk away to leave, the adorable bond between them
captivates Mrs. Sophie. Ark stops, turns around and asks her, “Mumma, I forgot to ask his name. I
still do not know.” She looks into his eyes and smiles while saying, “How would you know, because
you did not even name him, but just gave him away to some adoption centre, and only because he
has……!” An abrupt pause has a lot of sadness to convey.
The silence takes over.

The Grand Piano Tunes
He sighs, “Mumma!” and walks up to Mrs. Sophie. Kneeling down next to her, he tries to look at
her eyes and asks painfully, “Mumma! Please tell me, am I not your real son? As his upset eyes
lower down, his hand caresses the embossed metallic text on the box which reads, “ARKINO”. The
name that is Ark’s real identity! The name that maid could not read correctly.
He then pulls her chin gently towards him and pleads, “Mumma, please tell me!” She breathes in
to start, “Years ago, one unfortunate evening, my husband and Danny, my son….. were returning
back home, to me. But they could not make it; they did not return to me!” Her voice breaks, “The
snowy road led them to an accident, and their car was found down the rock, the next morning.” She
turns to Ark, “The intensity of grief then started getting away when a friend of mine brought you to
me.” Looking at the baseball inside the box, she says, “You had this ball in your hand then.” Her
tired hands caress his cheeks as she continues lovingly, “Ark, you are my first happiness; you are
indeed my son……. But I love these kids too. They are my family.”
His index finger wipes a teardrop off his eyelashes. As he slowly stands, he mumbles in himself,
“Sorry, Mumma”, and leaves the house with the apologetic officers following him. Mrs. Sophie sits
there quietly as the day turns darker through the window.
Days and weeks pass by.
One fine afternoon, housemaid comes running to Mrs. Sophie and exclaims, “Madam, Ark has
come!” There is a glow on her face, having him home.
She quickly gets to the living room to see him. Ark whispers in her ear, “I missed you”, while he
hugs her. Laying back on the couch, Ark continues helplessly, “Mumma, you know why I have come!
I wanted to adopt a child like you.” He adds, “But now, I think of taking away one from my family.
Let me, please!”
Mrs. Sophie smiles at him endearingly, and replies, “They are your own. But who do you want to
take away with you? Would you like to talk to them?
The puppet of an old clock in the living room pops out, once. The son responds, “It is 1 already!”
Then, immediately follows, beautiful grand piano tunes from the inner room, exactly the same as
the old piano tunes the phonograph plays. Ark exclaims, “Let’s start talking with the pianist first!”
Mrs. Sophie proudly says, “Yes!”

Ark’s eyes fill with tears, as he whimpers, “Mumma……..!” She continues, “Yes, after I got your
telegram and knew about it, I got him here. He is your son, his name is Jude….. And yes, he plays
piano like you!” Innocent Jude only stands quiet and lost. Ark, getting on his knees, hugs him the
tightest he could and mumbles, “Sorry, son!” He walks up to Mrs. Sophie and hugs her gratefully
for all the goodness she has done. She says, holding his face, “Take care of him!”, to which, Ark
nods his head with a teary smiley face.
Holding hand as they walk away, Smita gets to the phonograph and turns it on. The Grand piano
tunes play in the background, rumbling the entire atmosphere.

By Abraham and The Pulse,
With Love!!
Teachers are the best!!!
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